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of systems of terraced cultivations. These terraces are all of
the same type* and traces of them are almost continuous
throughout the area. Certain tribes within the area still
use terraces and practise irrigation^ but in general the terraces
are now unknown to the natives ands judging by the apparent
age of the trees growing upon them? seem to have been
abandoned at least eight hundred years ago (G. E. H.
Wilson, in Man* 1932^ p. 45). Similar disused terraces are
found in the Bauchi country of Nigeria (J, N. Justice.* loc.
rift.). Within the terraced area^ in Kenya3 are what appear
to be the lines of carefully graded ancient roads (G. W. B.
Huntingfordj in Man., 1933, p. 45). Africans never make
such roads. Terraced cultivation is widespread in Asia5
and its temporary appearance in Africa is probably due to
Asiatic influence.
It is pretty clear, then, that the cultures of Africa, or at
any rate of East Africa, were profoundly affected by traits
introduced from Asia, of which many have been lost, though
some still persist. But while these traits were coming in
across the sea, it seems that others, or the same ones in
other forms, were being introduced from Egypt, the in-
fluence of which *on the remaining culture-areas must have
been profound' (M. J. Herskovits, in Africa^ vol. iii, p. 75).
Professor Seligman holds that ca gradual infiltration of Egyp-
tian ideas into black Africa must have existed from early
times, presumably as early as the Pyramid Age* (Egypt and
Negro Africa, p. 3). He traces many striking parallels
between the divine kingship in modern Negro Africa and
in Ancient Egypt, He figures (p. 64) West African musical
instruments exactly like those of Ancient Egypt, and oxen
from the Southern Sudan with thek horns deformed exactly
as shown in Ancient Egyptian drawings (in Essays Pfesmlsd
to F. LL Griffith). Other African Negro trails which are
believed to be due to Egyptian influence include the
(the draw-well with counterpoise)* the loom, and tie

